BLACKSBURG — The Virginia Cavaliers won two of the three doubles matches Friday to hand the Virginia Tech Hokies a 6-3 loss in tennis.

The summary:

SINGLES: Milley (VT) def. Harris 7-6, 7-6; Hilmer (V) def. Thomas 6-4, 2-6, 6-4; Galbraith (VT) def. Webb, 3-6, 7-6, 7-5; Hood (VT) def. Burton, 6-3, 5-7, 6-1; Stone (V) def. Sutcliffe 4-6, 7-6, 7-6; Crower (V) def. Toomey 6-3, 6-2.

DOUBLES: Harris-Hilmer (V) def. Milley-Thomas 6-3, 6-4, 7-5; Webb-Hood (VT) def. Galbraith-Burton 7-6, 6-3; Stone-Crower (V) def. Sutcliffe-Vaughan 6-3, 6-2.